Screamfeeder Bio January 2003
Since releasing Rocks On The Soul in 2000 Screamfeeder have been lying around by the pool on easy chairs,
drinking cocktails and smoking crack, trying to think up a plan for their next album.
Dean woke up one morning, his dressing gown on fire, his cigar all soggy and mumbled something about getting
back into a bit of rock again; “not that kind of rock dude, it’s all gone up in smoke already, we’ve been doing
crystalised pool chlorine for the past week”. He meant the other kind of rock.
So we cleaned up our mess and cleaned up our act, had a wash and a shave and headed for the practice room
again. On the way there we played the game that goes “if you were a rock what kind of rock would you be?”.
Dean said he’d be a diamond, and I was coal. Kellie thought for a second and said “I’ll be indie rock”
A couple of months later we have the best bunch of rock tunes we’ve ever written. All of a sudden we found a
new way to rock, a new facet on the old gem, and realised that our new songs have a new sound and style.
Quite a relief after 6 albums. A few years ago I was into playing lead guitar, and gradually over the years it has
decreased. Now it’s pretty much all gone. I even manage to play some of the songs using ONE chord
throughout. But less is more right? And they’re the most fun to play live too.
Our first single from the new album is ICE PATROL. This song’s the odd one out, it was a track we never had
time to record for the last album, but it was too good to be left lying in a puddle of warm margarita mix by the
pool, so we recorded it and it became like the lost gem, the hot rock. It’s a closing door to the last album and an
opening door for the next one. B sides include a remix of Deletia and a different recording of Domino [both from
Rocks O T S], and a cover of “Hitsville UK” by the Clash.
We’re going into the studio again at the end of January to record the second single. Check out our news,
pictures, back catalogue, stuff for sale, music, achievements and generally how great we are at
www.screamfeeder.com
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